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_____________________________
The leaves are leaving. Thanksgiving is coming. I see the sun through the branches.
I’m grateful for books, large and small. If poetry has no stall in the market place,
how do we account for the many volumes issued each month? Maybe prosperity
has no commercial value. Sun through the branches.

______________________________________
In Merrill Leffler’s Mark the Music, we see creation as much an act of assembly as
it is of imagery. The book is arranged like a symphony of poems—a musical
composition—including photos, illustrations–and poetry graphics, displayed as art.
Otherwise, the poems are traditional, ethereal, narrative, and satiric. The
poetry/graphics are art works; the space on the page left by language adds to the
song. Leffler has done some magic, choreographing poetry to an aesthetic rhythm
where many poems are actually inside the dance of music. One could wonder how
balance is achieved throughout the book, but this poet, trained as an engineer, uses
his watchfulness and precision to smooth the struggle between music and words,
and the result is ceaselessly attractive to read. Each page opens up all kinds of
possibilities,

_ I can’t replicate the originality of Leffler’s poetry/graphics, but here is

a convention in writing I like very much in a poem titled, Arise!
The poem is sleeping deeply in his body.
He calls lightly at first to awaken her
but she does not stir.
He tries incantation
to break through the fog but she lies
dormant. He’s driven to shake her
awake but she’ll have none of that.
Sleep sweet sleep is what she wants.
Have pity for Christ’s sake he shouts.
But nothing nothing.
He stalks about the room brooding
in hope she will waken
to his need. Nothing dark nothing.

Hear him now howling like a mad dog
howling howling to the blank fog.

